
LESSER & CO WHATSAPP FOR BUSINESS

benefits of 
whatsapp 
for business

Challenges Faced Before WhatsApp for Business.

Process of setting up WhatsApp for business 

Inefficiency of emails; disorderly inbox or a client not using emails at all. This led 
to excessive chasing, with clients either ignoring or opening and leaving the email 
on read, thus not providing relevant information for queries. Phone calls faced 
reduced responsiveness, with clients not answering the phone as often.

To set up a WhatsApp account for business, WhatsApp will ask the question, 
“Do you want to move across your personal mobile?” Answer no to the 

question, then enter the number that will be used to contact clients.

Getting contacts on WhatsApp for business

Founding of WhatsApp messages

Can use Invoco Telecom to buy a phone number for £1 a month, but 
there is the ability to use the office landline instead of the purchased 

phone number.

This was the main challenge when setting up the app for business. You 
can add the numbers one by one. However, after research, it was found 

that contact numbers can be imported in bulk using Google Contacts.

0:50 / 2:50 HD

Keith Lesser talking about setting up Whatsapp for business and how he 
uses it in his practice

Subscribe

https://youtu.be/JzBoHQvPK7M


The speed of communication has increased with a 90 percent response rate.

Using WhatsApp has built better relationships with clients, meaning the process of 
chasing for information has become less stressful. WhatsApp also enables us to view 

whether a client has seen the message, making the process of following up much easier.

Benefits we have seen from using WhatsApp for business.

Work Environment

Biggest Impact on the Firm

Using WhatsApp to assist with the chasing process has contributed to a less 
stressful work environment. Compared to previous years, where multiple phone 
calls and emails would be required, and employees work overtime to complete 

outstanding tax returns.

Tax Returns: Using WhatsApp, we were able to file some of the “late” tax returns 
in September with HMRC, which has never happened before. Whereas in previous 

years, for certain “late” tax returns were always filed in January.
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Functionality

WhatsApp accou
nts can have up t

o five users.

Calls, however, ca
n only be made b

y the 

mobile device on
 which the accou

nt is.

There is the abilit
y to use the What

sApp 

account on a com
puter.

This is done direc
tly from the What

sApp 

website by scann
ing a QR code.

Messages are in r
eal-time. If one p

erson 

reads a message 
received by a con

tact, 

that message wil
l appear as read f

or all 

account users.
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